For 15 minutes starting from 14:00, residents must evacuate to a nearby shelter and listen to radio broadcasts.

- Vehicles driving in some sections to be closed must park on the right side of the road according to the police’s instructions and listen to radio broadcasts.
- Residents and vehicles can resume moving while maintaining their guard.

Daily routines can return to normal after the Guard Alarm is lifted on 14:20.

Check shelter locations using Map Apps!

Shelter address, location, capacity, size

Where can I check the map?
- Kakao Map
- Naver map
- T-map
- Safety Stepping Stone

On 14:00, August 23 (Wed)
National Civil Defense Exercise to take place for 20 minutes!

Enemy attack is expected
- Alert warning issued with broadcast

Attack imminent or under attack
- 1-minute siren wave issued to notify nuclear or air raid warning

CBR attack is expected or under attack
- CBR alert warning issued with broadcast

Attack seizes and no further attacks are expected
- Warning clearance notified with broadcast

What kind of information are provided?

Understand the meaning of Civil Defense Warning, and listen carefully.

※ Regulations for Issuing and Delivering Civil Defense Alarm scheduled to be amended (August 2023)
Emergency shelter

Identify the nearest and safest government-designated shelter

- Subway station
- Underground parking lot
- Basement of large buildings

Shelter in the event of a chemical attack

Non-contaminated areas and indoor spaces with high ceiling capable of blocking external air

Emergency evacuation

- When an air raid warning is issued or shells fall
  - Please evacuate safely

Emergency items

Essential supplies in case of emergency

- Food, drinking water, medicine, radio, flashlight, matches, candles, bedding, clothing

Essential items

- Gas masks, masks, raincoats, gloves, soap

Preparation for CBR

- Be prepared for cases where you are separated from your family

Additional items

- Children: name tag
- Adults: ID card (copy)

Chemical attack evacuation

- Evacuation: Protect your respiratory system with a gas mask, mask, etc., and evacuate
- Caution: Be careful not to be exposed to contaminated air
  - Seal door gaps, turn off air conditioners and ventilators
  - In case of exposure, thoroughly wash the exposed skin with running water for at least 15 minutes

Biochemical attack evacuation

- Evacuation: Protect your respiratory system with a gas mask, mask, etc., and evacuate
- Caution: Do not come in contact with contaminants or individuals exposed to contaminants
  - Consume food after cooking it for at least 15 minutes

Nuclear attack evacuation

- Evacuation: Evacuate immediately to underground facilities such as shelters and subway stations, or inside concrete buildings (with no glass windows)
- At nuclear explosion: Lie down with your stomach not touching the floor in the opposite direction of the explosion, open your mouth, and cover your eyes and ears
- After nuclear explosion: Avoid radiation and fallout after nuclear explosion

When attack seizes

- Follow instructions provided by the government
- Listen to the radio and broadcast
  - Do not panic by unconfirmed rumors

Stay together with family and neighbors

- Explain current situation so children, elderly and the weak do not feel anxious
- Overcome together

Once attack seizes and becomes quiet

- Listen carefully

01 Make thorough preparations during peaceful times

02 When an air raid warning is issued or shells fall
  - Please evacuate safely

03 Once attack seizes and becomes quiet
  - Listen carefully